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ABSTRACT Scene text spotting aims at simultaneously localizing and recognizing text instances, symbols,
and logos in natural scene images. Scene text detection and recognition approaches have received immense
attention in computer vision research community. The presence of partial occlusion or truncation artifact
due to the cluttered background of scene images creates an obstacle in perceiving the text instances, which
makes the process of spotting very complex. In this paper, we propose a light-weight scene text spotter that
can address the issue of cluttered environment of scene images. It is an end-to-end trainable deep neural
network that uses local part information, global structural features, and context cue information of oriented
region proposals for spotting text instances. It helps to localize in scene images with background clutters,
where partially occluded text parts, truncation artifacts, and perspective distortions are present. We mitigate
the problem of misclassification caused by inter-class interference by exploring inter-class separability
and intra-class compactness. We also incorporate multi-language character segmentation and word-level
recognition in a light-weight recognition module. We have used six publicly available benchmark datasets
in different smart devices to illustrate the efficacy of the network.

INDEX TERMS Deep learning, noisy images, scene text detection, text recognition, text spotting.

I. INTRODUCTION
The recent advancement in technology has played an
important role in the rapid development of multimedia and
computer vision using resource-constrained devices, like
smartphones, as a research field. There has been a notable
improvement in terms of processing power, internal mem-
ory, and power consumption of smartphones. These factors
automate, facilitate, and improve the processing capability of
the devices. High denser digital cameras used in smartphones
capture natural scene images of the world around us in real-
time. Natural scenes contain both text and various scene
objects. Texts embedded in scene images contain a large
amount of useful information.

Texts in scene images contain many important clues, such
as notices, doorplates, and captions, that helps in scene
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understanding [1], [2]. Recognition of these texts has
attracted significant attention of the research community for
understanding the images. Unlike the characters in printed
documents, scene texts are more difficult to recognize due to
the large variations in backgrounds, textures, fonts, and illu-
mination conditions. Scene images have attracted importance
largely due to its various practical applications, such as robot
navigation, autonomous vehicles, human-computer interac-
tion, and multilingual translation [1], [3]–[7]. Multi-language
text spotting is an essential but challenging task. Scene text
spotting is the process of simultaneously detect and recog-
nize all text instance occurrences, logos, and symbols in a
natural scene image. The detected text instance is confined
within a bounding box [1], [4], [8]. This is a challenging task
because spotting results can be significantly affected by a
wide variation in size, orientation, aspect ratio, color, script,
and font of text instances in the scene images. Scene text
spotting in a cluttered environment is a furthermore complex
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task due to the presence of perspective distortion, noise,
truncation, occlusion, and inter-class interference, as shown
in FIGURE 1.

FIGURE 1. Exemplification of scene images illustrating the necessity of
Cluttered TextSpotter. Columns (b) and (c) are the recognized text
instances in the scene images of column (a) using baseline [1] and our
network. Cluttered TextSpotter can spot multi-language oriented text
instances in the scene images with cluttered environment.

Although significant progress has been reported in the
literature of text spotting, the task remains challenging in
the real-time applications due to the cluttered background
environment, which results in occluded text parts, truncation
artifacts, and low contrast. However, we humans when we
have to identify a text region in a scene image, no matter how
complicated the background clutters are, the localization of
text instance is subserved by both a local process sensitive
to local (regional) features and a global process of retrieving
structural context.

Contextual information is critical for feature representa-
tion. In a classification task, focusing on informative regions
in images is beneficial to generate discriminative features.
The presence of cluttered background noise however severely
restricts the feature matching process in real application
scenarios. Therefore, it is advantageous to identify and

focus on the informative regions and their structural context.
In generic object detection using deep neural networks (in
short deep networks), global structures and context informa-
tion of an object are used to learn and discriminate salient
features [9]. To the best of our knowledge, local and global
structural context information of text regions, especially
in the presence of occluded text parts and truncation arti-
facts, has still not been fully utilized for text spotting in
scene images. Furthermore, in most literature [1], [4], [8],
[10]–[14], the authors mainly consider scenes images with
good illuminating conditions and also text instances have
good resolution and contrast with respect to other objects
in the scene images. Also, partial occlusion or truncation
artifacts are not considered.

The aforementioned analysis motivates us to focus on
global structural context information and local features of
text instances. In this paper, we propose a light-weight deep
network for efficient scene text spotting, especially when
partial occlusion or truncation is present due to the cluttered
environment. The contributions of the proposed Cluttered
TextSpotter (in short CTS) are briefly summarized as follows:
• Firstly, we propose a robust text spotter that can effi-

ciently be used in resource-constraint devices, like smart-
phones and tablets, to localize and recognize text instances
and symbols in natural scene images, even in the presence of
cluttered background.
• Secondly, we include multi-scale contextual informa-

tion and encoder-decoder model in the backbone network
to preserve the finer spatial information that prevents from
degradation problem. We use bilinear sampling to map
the features of a light-weight oriented region proposal net-
work into a canonical dimension to normalize rotation and
scale persisting aspect ratio and positioning of individual
characters.
• Thirdly, we utilize a context encoding and refinement

module for precisely regress the oriented bounding boxes of
text instances and symbols. It helps to localize accurately in
scene images even with cluttered background, where partially
occluded text parts, truncation artifacts, perspective distor-
tions, and inter-class interference are present. It is subserved
by both a local process sensitive to regional features and a
global process of retrieving structural context.
•Next, we address themisclassification problem caused by

inter-class interference using Gaussian softmax. In the recog-
nition module, we incorporate C-LSTM [15] in Bi-LSTM
cells for word-level recognition and multi-language character
segmentation.
• Finally, we conduct an exhaustive set of experiments on

publicly available benchmark datasets to show the effective-
ness of our network. We use metrics, like precision, recall,
f-measure, and amount of training parameters for the eval-
uation. Our network performs better on publicly available
benchmark datasets in terms of recall.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next
section investigate the state-of-the-art literature for scene text
detection, recognition, and spotting using deep networks.
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Section III reports the proposed Cluttered TextSpotter.
Section IV exhibits the experimental results and finally we
conclude the paper in Section V.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
In this section, we briefly present a recent survey on scene text
detection, recognition, and spotting using deep networks.

A. SCENE TEXT DETECTION
EAST [16] utilizes a fully convolutional network to performs
word-level and text-line-level predictions. The distance of
an oriented bounding box from a point to its every side is
predicted. Deep Direct Regression [17] utilizes a fully con-
volutional network to directly project the coordinate offsets
from a related bounding box. SegLink [18] decomposes a
text instance into segments connected by links, which are
detected densely by a fully convolutional neural network
at multiple scales. An oriented box that covers a part of a
word is a segment and such segments are combined by links.
DMPNet [19] recalls text instances with a higher overlapping
area by sliding quadrilateral windows in intermediate convo-
lutional layers. It incorporates a shared Monte-Carlo process
and a sequential protocol that helps in relative regression of
text instances with quadrangles. RefineText [20] processes
features at multiple levels to produce dense text regions with
higher semantic value. TextEdge [21] uses the text-region
edge map for classification, edge prediction, and boundary
regression, which are relevant to text instances. The authors
in [22] obtain inclined proposals that have the information
of orientation angle of text instances. They use oriented
region proposal network and oriented region-of-interest pool-
ing layer to map arbitrary-oriented region proposals to a
feature tensor for text classification. Tian et al. project pixels
onto an embedding space, where they consider pixels of same
text instances appear closer to each other [23]. The authors
in [24] incorporate normalization of scale and orientation
of text instances to map to a desired canonical geometry
range. Liu et al. make use of a tightness-aware intersect-
over-union metric that quantifies completeness of ground
truth, tightness of matching degree, and compactness of word
and text-line detection [25]. The authors in [26] describe
visual and geometrical correlations to exploit texts having
higher pairwise similarity using cycle consistency constraint
and permutation matrix. In [27], a teacher-student learning
based method and proposal-free multi-level feature mimick-
ing approach are introduced to improve the accuracy by mim-
icking multi-level convolutional feature maps. The authors
in [28] utilize instance segmentation network that com-
bines prototype masks, per-instance mask coefficients, and
self-distillation for precise text detection. To address the issue
of complex background in scene images, GISCA [29] uses
adaptive soft attention to capture the context of salient areas in
U-Net architecture and make the gradient back-propagation
process stable. In [30], a multilingual multi-oriented text
detector is proposed exploiting instance segmentation and
context information through channel and spatial attention.

LATD [31] makes use of learnable anchors to refine scales
and locations for regressing the offsets. The authors in [32]
localize corner points of bounding boxes in test time and seg-
menting text regions in relative positions and generate candi-
date boxes using sampling and grouping corner points during
the interference stage. Liao et al. utilize rotation-sensitive fea-
tures for regression and rotation-invariant features for classi-
fication [33]. WordSup [34] is a weakly supervised approach
exploiting word annotations to train a character detector and
generate loose bounding boxes. CRAFT [2] estimates affinity
between characters in the detection of arbitrarily-oriented,
curved, or deformed text instances in scene images by provid-
ing character level annotations. The authors in [3] utilize two
convolutional neural network in cascaded manner to perform
word-level spotting of scene text without any post process-
ing. In [5], authors focus on learning of strong features by
using global and local information for detection of occluded
and long text at word-level. The authors of [13] develop a
semantic rich information feature map using feature pyramid
text with novel loss function for end-to-end trainable system
to detect small text instances. In [35], text components are
identified by exploring most significant bit information of a
bit plane slice. Also the authors fixed the window for char-
acter components of arbitrary oriented words which is based
on angular relationship between sub-bands and a fused band
for oriented scripts detection and recognition. The authors
in [36], proposed a ring radius transform (RRT) technique
to perform detection of oriented and multi-script scene text.
Histogram Oriented Moments (HOM) was introduced in [37]
for text detection in video. It is invariant to rotation, scaling,
font, and font size variations. The authors in [38] proposed a
multi-scale text detection technique that uses feature pyramid
network for small text detection. In [39], a character graph
grouping algorithm is utilized based on local context informa-
tion to distinguish background noise from scene texts. Tang
and Wu include a combination of superpixel-based stroke
feature transform, hand-crafted features, and deep learning
based region classification for scene text detection [40].
In [41], two convolution neural networks are used for detec-
tion and classification for coarse segmentation of scene texts.

TextField [42] detects irregular scene texts by learning
a direction field that points each text pixel away from
the nearest boundary of the text instance. A morphological
operation is then used as post-processing for final detec-
tion. TextContourNet [43] extract instance-level text contour
to increase the accuracy of curve text detection. In [44],
to enhance the feature representation ability, a pyramid atten-
tion network is used text detection tasks. Mask-Most Net [45]
use instance-level mask approximation method through a
combination of high-level semantic and low-level features.
It applies the auxiliary regression task on center and cor-
ner points followed by a contextual information to increase
the accuracy of detection. In [46], arbitrary shape text is
detected by extracting text proposals, which are refined
using a recurrent neural network (RNN) and an adaptive
number of boundary points. The authors in [47] use text
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frontier learning and a tightness prior that refine pixel-wise
mask prediction and assign polygonal boundary to each text
region for arbitrary shaped text detection. In [48], feature
enhancement and a region proposal network are explored
to utilize the prior knowledge about the shape of the text
instance and representations of enhanced features to generate
the bounding boxes. A pyramid region-of-interest pooling
attention is further introduced that extracts the features of
fixed-size text segmentation. A bounding box refinement
network is also used to extract a curve text. OPMP [49]
applies many arbitrary-shape fitting mechanisms to enrich
the backbone layers followed by a re-classification of text
instance using multi-grain classification. Yao et al. extract
individual characters of a text region and their relationship as
a part of a semantic segmentation problem using a single fully
convolutional network for multi-oriented and curved text
detection [50].

B. SCENE TEXT RECOGNITION
A comparative study of encoder-decoder approaches
with attention module on large-scale text recognition
tasks in natural scene images is performed in [51].
Shi et al. [52], [53] involve a spatial transformer net-
work for rectifying and recognizing a text image using an
attention-based sequence network. In [53], [54], the authors
apply an attention mechanism that learns adaptively and
selects the suitable features for recognizing text instances.
Focusing Attention [55] learns character-wise annotations by
supervising a learnable attention module. AON [56] applies
an arbitrary orientation network to extract features of text
instances in four different directions and the placement
semantics of characters. Bai et al. [57] address expensive
annotation problem by introducing an edit probability loss
considering the occurrences of missing or unnecessary char-
acters. Char-Net [58] utilizes an auxiliary dense detection
task of characters to address the issue of having irregular text.
ESIR [59] has involved line-fitting transformation recursively
to eradicate text-line curvature and perspective distortion
by estimating the pose of text-lines. In [60], text recog-
nition is performed by extracting discriminative features
and increasing the alignment between the target character
region and attention region. The authors in [61] utilize text
shape descriptors, such as center line, scale, and orientation
to deal with highly curved or distorted text. NRTR [62]
dispenses with recurrences and convolutions with a stacked
self-attention module, where an encoder extracts features and
a decoder perform the recognization of texts based on the
output of the encoder. In [63], a realization of asynchronous
training and inference behavior is performed to classify
images irrespective of the presence of text instances, which
leads to multimodal recognition tasks.

C. SCENE TEXT SPOTTING
Jaderberg et al. enables feature sharing for detecting text
instances. They further utilize character case-sensitive and
insensitive classification and bigram classification using

multi-mode learning. Downsampling is avoided for a
per-pixel slidingwindow [8]. The authors in [64], localize and
recognize text instances using region proposal networks and
deep networks, respectively. Deep TextSpotter [10] obtains
text proposals from a region proposal network, which are
normalized by bilinear sampling to obtain a variable-width
feature map. Each region is then mapped with a sequence
of characters. The authors in [65] apply region-of-interest
(RoI) pooling to obtain feature maps only once and shared
by both detection and recognition, where RNN encoder
encodes feature maps of different lengths into the fixed-size.
Curriculum learning is utilized to learn the character-level
language and appearance models. He et al. uses a
text-alignment layer to compute arbitrarily orientated text
features [66]. An explicit supervision based on spatial infor-
mation of characters and recurrent neural network for word
recognition is also included. FOTS [1] introduces feature
sharing with rotated text proposals to develop an end-to-end
trainable system for detection and recognition of scene text
instances. In a single network farword pass, TextBoxes [67]
localize and recognize horizontal text and TextBoxes++ [68]
deal with arbitrarily-oriented text instances. In [69], detection
and recognition processes are serially connected yielding a
straightforward relation between the text detection task and
the followup text recognition task. A rectification of mask
is used to adapt to incidental recognition of text instances
with arbitrary orientation and shape. TextPlace [70] performs
topological metric localization considering spatial-temporal
dependence between text instances.

MLTS [4] is a multi-language text spotter that maps text
proposals to a fixed height keeping the aspect ratio same,
which is followed by detection and recognition. Each pro-
posal uses a connectionist temporal classification to decode
multi-language texts. E2E-MLT [71] is one of the popu-
lar multilingual optical character recognition for scene text
detection and recognition. It uses a single shared fully convo-
lutional network. OctShuffleMLT [72] is a hardware-efficient
network for multi-language detection and recognition that
also uses fully-convolutional neural network with a less num-
ber of parameters and layers.

Mask TextSpotter [11] uses semantic segmentation to
detect text of arbitrary shapes and spatial attention for
handling text instances of irregular shapes by simulta-
neously considering local and global textual information.
TextDragon [73] describes the shape of text with a sequence
of quadrangles to handle the text of arbitrary shapes and
RoISlide that connect a deep network and connectionist tem-
poral classification based text recognizer. The labeling of
locations of characters is not needed.WACNET [12] applies a
shared convolutional backbone between word-level segmen-
tation and char-level detection and recognition. ASTS [74]
customizes the mask R-CNN [75] to exploit the holistic-level
semantics and pixel-level semantics for text spotting, simulta-
neously. It further delivers sequence-level semantics for text
recognition using an attention-based sequence-to-sequence
network.
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III. PROPOSED CLUTTERED TEXTSPOTTER (CTS)
In this section, we propose a deep network, known as
Cluttered TextSpotter (in short CTS), for text spotting in scene
images that has higher efficiency and consume less time and
memory. It has the following modules:
• First, we introduce MobileNetV2 in our backbone net-

work to make it light-weight in nature. To encode multi-scale
contextual information, we integrate light-weight atrous spa-
tial pyramid pooling with our network. We further include
encoder-decoder model to recover the finer spatial infor-
mation. This helps to exploit low-level features along with
high-level and also reduces the degradation problem.
• Second, we design an oriented region proposal network,

which is light-head is nature, to obtain oriented region pro-
posals. Bilinear sampling is used for mapping the rotated
region proposals into the canonical dimension. It also normal-
izes the rotation and scaling keeping aspect ratio and position
of individual characters intact.
• Third, we develop a context encoding and refinement

module for precisely regressing the oriented bounding boxes
of text instances even in the presence of partially occluded
text parts, truncation artifacts, perspective distortion, and
inter-class interference. It is being served by both a global
process of retrieving structural context and a local process
sensitive to regional features.
• Finally, we use Gaussian softmax to mitigate the

misclassification problem due to inter-class interference.
We also incorporate a light-weight recognition module using
C-LSTMwithin Bi-LSTM for multi-language character-level
segmentation and word-level recognition.

A. LIGHT-WEIGHT BACKBONE NETWORK
The goal of this section is to obtain a light-weight backbone
network that can encode multi-scale contextual information
preserving finer spatial information. We therefore use the
basic building block of MobileNetV2 [76] as a bottleneck
depth separable convolution with residuals. Our backbone
network contains initially a convolution layer with a kernel
of size 3 × 3 and 32 filters, then 37 residual bottleneck
layers, and finally one convolution layer with 1 × 1 kernel
and 1280 filters, as shown in FIGURE 2. Let the size of the
input image in the backbone network is I ∈ R2H×2W×3.

FIGURE 2. Architecture of the backbone network.

Each residual bottleneck layer has kernel of size 3× 3 along
with RELU6, dropout, and batch normalization.

We adopt output stride as 16 to get a dense feature extrac-
tion by removing the striding in the third layer and apply
a layer of atrous spatial pyramid pooling (ASPP) [77] after
the last layer. With the increase in stride, the computation
complexity will decrease, but dense feature matching will not
be extracted. Scene texts are usually small in nature which
requires dense features for precise detection. Therefore, there
is always a trade-off between running time and high recall.
We incorporate atrous separable convolution to able to encode
multi-scale contextual information. Thus, an atrous convo-
lution is divided into a depthwise convolution followed by
a point-wise convolution. It drastically reduces computation
complexity probing convolutional features at multiple scales
using atrous convolution with four different rates {1,2,3,4}.
Since we are not performing feature pooling in a deeper stage
of the network, but feature computation in the initial stage of
our network, therefore our sampling rates are much smaller
in comparison with [77].

With the introduction of encoder-decoder architecture,
the finer spatial information is recovered that helps to
prevent from degradation problem. The integration of
MobileNetV2 with ASPP helps to obtain the encoder of
the backbone network. We further include the decoder to
preserve rich spatial information in the backbone network.
In the encoder, we bilinearly upsampled the output features
of ASPP by a factor of 4. We apply 1 × 1 convolution
on the low-level features of residual conv3b to increase the
number of channels and concatenated with the corresponding
upsampled features. We then apply a 3 × 3 convolution to
refine the features, which is followed by another bilinear
upsampling by a factor of 2. This reduces the number of
computations in comparison with one bilinearly upsampling
8× directly. The output feature map of the backbone network
is A ∈ RH×W×1280, which is fed as input to the proposed
R-CNN subnet.

B. ORIENTED REGION PROPOSAL NETWORK
In this section, we develop a region-based oriented pro-
posal subnet, which is light-weight in nature, as depicted in
FIGURE 3. We incorporate RoI warping to generate
fixed-size feature maps. We produce feature maps with a
smaller number of channels (thin feature maps) accompanied
by traditional RoI warping. During training and inference,
we find that RoI warping on thin feature maps will save mem-
ory and computation, keeping the accuracy same. Consider-
ing position sensitive RoI (PSRoI) pooling of rotated region
proposals on thin feature maps, we decrease the R-CNN over-
head to improve our performance. We reduce the channels
from 1280 to 128 for obtaining thin feature maps.

To obtain rotated region proposals, we utilize rotated
anchors [22]. Intersection-over-union (IoU) between a
ground truth and an anchor is the overlap over skew rectan-
gles. We consider a positive anchor that has an IoU > 0.7
with respect to the ground truth or the largest IoU overlap
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FIGURE 3. Architecture of the proposed Cluttered TextSpotter, where cls., BBox, pred., and score represent classification, bounding box,
prediction, and recognition score, respectively.

with an intersection angle f < π/12 respect to the ground
truth. Similarly, we choose a negative anchor that has an
IoU < 0.3 or IoU > 0.7 with f > π/12 with a ground
truth. All the regions which are not selected either by a pos-
itive anchor or a negative anchor are not utilized in training.
We empirically found that it is reasonable to use IoU value as
a trade-off between speed and accuracy.

We propose a region proposal r with a bounding box of
5 tuples u = (x, y, h,w, θ) and a confidence score s. The
center coordinate of a bounding box is denoted by (x, y). The
height h andwidthw represents the small and long sides of the
bounding box, respectively. The angle between the x−axis
(positive direction) and in a direction parallel to the long side
of the rotated bounding box is represented by θ . The rotated
anchors use scale, aspect ratio, and orientation parameters.
The value of θ = {−π/6, 0, π/6, π/3, π/2, 2π/3} helps to
control the runtime complexity and orientation coverage. The
aspect ratio has the values {1:2, 1:5, 1:8} to cover a broad
range of text-lines. We keep scales of text instances as 8, 16,
and 32. Thus, we obtain 270 anchors [22] for the proposed
region-based oriented subnet.

Each detected region has a different shape (aspect ratio and
rotation). We therefore map the features of a region into a
canonical dimension. We map a region r̂ ∈ Rh′×w′×ς into a
fixed height tensor of r ∈ Rh×w×ς , we incorporate bilinear
sampling of [10] and it is define as:

rx,y =
h∑

x ′=1

w∑
y′=1

r̂x ′,y′0(x ′ − ϒx ′ (x))0(y′ − ϒy′ (y)), (1)

where the kernel of bilinear sampling is 0(ϑ) = max(0,
1 − |ϑ |). ϒ is a point-wise coordinate transformation that
maps the coordinates {x ′, y′} of r̂, fixed-size tensor, to the
coordinates {x, y} of the detected region r, where we keep the
number of channels unchanged. The transformation allows
the shifting and scaling along the x− and y−axes and the
rotational parameters are extracted directly from the region
parameters. The standard RoI warping lacks in comparison
to feature representation as it not only allows the network to
normalize scale and rotation, but also persist the aspect ratio
and location of each character at the same time. This makes
feature representation crucial for persisting accuracy in text
spotting task.

C. CONTEXT ENCODING AND REFINEMENT MODULE
This section aims to address the challenges due to the trun-
cation artifacts, partial occlusions, perspective distortion, and
background clutter. We therefore incorporate a local process
sensitive to regional features and a global process of retriev-
ing structural context followed by context refinement to
address the problem of unreliable results due to ill-localized
regions, as illustrated in FIGURE 3.

Local part information captures the specific fine-grained
parts of text instances and hence is important for classification
task. We adopt PSRoI pooling of rotated region proposals to
exploit local part information of text instances. PSRoI pool-
ing typically ignores global structure information. If local
part information is only used, a long word with partially
occluded text parts will not be recovered as a single word.
As a result, the long word will appear to be a combination
of many small words. Global structure information is thus
necessary for detection of texts in scene images, especially in
a cluttered environment. In the presence of global structure
information, the network will have structural information of
a large region. If global structure information is only pro-
vided, then the network will have the complete structural
information of a large region, but no specific fine-grained
part related information will be present, which may lead to
misclassification. We therefore utilize both global and local
features for detection.

We also include context information to enhance the repre-
sentation of global features. Context information also plays
an essential role in classification task. For example, a boat is
surrounded by water. The information about the surroundings
(or background) for a particular object is the context for that
object. Similarly, scene texts mostly occur in regions having
a uniform texture and color, such as vehicle number plate,
billboards, and door plates.

In the first branch, we used one fully-connected layer with
128 channels and no dropout for PSRoI pooling of each
rotated proposal. It extracts text-specific parts followed by
a voting task to obtain the resized tensor q ∈ R32×64×128

using average pooling. It serves as the ensemble of multiple
part models. In the second branch, we introduce global con-
text encoding using RoI pooling of rotated region proposals.
We incorporate a global context encoding to tackle the par-
tial detection issue taking into account that the background
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regions provide informative clues and auxiliary discrimina-
tors. It describes a text region with an accurate status. Due
to the wide diversity in size of text instances, we introduce
an RoI pooling layer on rotated region proposals to extract
a feature vector with fixed-length as the global descriptor.
We also obtain a set of context regions R for a given region
proposal r with variations based on 2 = {h,w, θ} of the
original proposal r, such that,

R(i) = {ri|2|L(r, ri|2) > 1}, (2)

where ri|2 is i − th context region of the original proposal r
by increasing height h or width w by δ−times larger than the
size of r or varying the orientation θ by £π ensuring that
θ + £π is within the interval [−π4 ,

3π
4 ]. In our implemen-

tation, we consider the threshold1 as 0.5. We further use the
IoU score of two regions as a measure of correlation level
between them, such that,

L(r, ri|2) = IoU(u,ui|2). (3)

RoI pooled features from the original region and a set of
context regions are then aggregated together. We adopt an
adaptive weighting mechanism for aggregation. The visual
features v extracted from the region r is bounded by u and its
confidence score s. We use vi|2 and wi|2 to denote the con-
textual information and the corresponding weight carried by
ri|2 for the original proposal r.We implement the aggregation
operation 9 as follows:

9(r, vi|2,wi|2) =

∑
i(wi|2 × vi|2)∑

iwi|2
, (4)

where the value of i = 0 represents the original proposal r.
Two convolutional layers are incorporated having a kernel of
size 7× 7 and 1× 1 to further exploit the global representa-
tion of oriented RoI and obtain a resized tensor, denoted by
n ∈ R16×32×128. The accuracy of precision is improved by
refining the process of regressing the bounding boxes.

We apply 1 × 1 convolution for normalization separately
on local part information enriched tensor q and global con-
text enhanced feature tensor n followed by element-wise
sum to concatenate and obtain the output tensor v for each
rotated region proposal. The tensor v is fed into 1 × 1 con-
volution layer and a classifier to produce the output vec-
tor d, a two-dimensional vector that indicates the probability
whether a region is a text instance or not.

D. INTER-CLASS INTERFERENCE PROBLEM
The inter-class separability and intra-class compactness have
a significant role in quantifying the efficiency of a network.
Therefore, we address the inter-class interference by explor-
ing inter-class separability and intra-class compactness of
features learned by deep networks, as shown in FIGURE 3.
The closeness of features within the same class is denoted by
intra-class compactness and how discriminative the features
of different classes are from each other is represented by
inter-class separability. We assume that the distribution of
text-specific features with reference to the background is

subject to Gaussian distribution and Gaussian softmax [78]
is thus used for classification on d as follows:

P(di) =
exp(λ×�(di, µi, σi)+ di)∑
j=1 exp(λ×�(dj, µj, σj)+ dj)

, (5)

where µ and σ represent the mean and standard deviation
of Gaussian distribution. � is the cumulative density func-
tion (CDF) and di is the i − th element of d. The use of
softmax function depends on the value of λ. When λ = 0, tra-
ditional softmax function is obtained. Gaussian softmax helps
in approximating distributions of text-specific features with
large variations on the training samples. On the other hand,
the softmax function learns only from the current observing
sample. In addition, the use of distribution parameters µ
and σ are used to directly quantify inter-class separability
and intra-class compactness. It shows that the average accu-
racy of detection will be improved with the improvement in
inter-class separability and intra-class compactness, even in
the presence of cluttered background.

E. LIGHT-WEIGHT RECOGNITION MODULE
In this section, we predict the label sequence of each text
instance globally. A cluttered environment leads to false label
prediction of each character in the word. Inspired by [11],
we include a position embedding mechanism to convert each
word into a real-value vector and to specify a relative position
of each character in a word as a pair of entity. We use
position embedding on the input feature tensor v to obtain the
embedded feature tensor F . Assume the feature tensor v has ν
characters. The tensor v is divided by a fixed sliding window
with the value m and the step size of each slide is s to obtain
a hierarchical sequence X = {x1, x2, x3, · · · , xν}. Each word
has two annotated entities e1 and e2. The aim of relation clas-
sification is to identify the semantic relation between entities
e1 and e2 in a given word. During training, we have used
36 classes are for alphanumeric characters in English, χ stan-
dard symbols and characters from other five languages, like
Arabic, Bengali, Chinese, Japanese, and Latin, and 1 class for
end-of-sequence symbol (EOS). We estimate χ based on the
characters in RRC-MLT 2017 dataset.

The position embedding specifies the position of each
character in a word as a pair of entity. We thus replace the
target position of a character with its corresponding entity
pair. We further compute the relative distance ∂φi,j between

φ − th character xφi and target entity eφj as follows:

∂
φ
i,j = xφi − e

φ
j , ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , ν}, and ∀j ∈ {1, 2}, (6)

where xφi and eφj represent the position of current charac-
ter xi and target entity ej in a word. For instance, in a given
word ‘‘HOSPITAL’’, the relative position from the character
‘‘P’’ to entity ‘‘O’’ (e1) is +2 (∂4,1) and entity ‘‘T’’ (e2)
is−2 (∂4,2). Each relative distance between current character
and target entity is mapped to position vector. In the output
feature tensor F contains the characters with relative position
vectors. We aggregate the embedding feature tensor F with
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FIGURE 4. Architecture of the recognition module.

input feature tensor v to obtain a feature tensor P having
channel ζ = 128.

Next, we predict a label sequence of character class by
incorporate C-LSTM [15], a variant of LSTM, in Bi-LSTM
network (BiC-LSTM). Each cell in BiC-LSTM network is
a C-LSTM cell. It is capable in capturing both local and
global semantic information of a word. We therefore utilize it
for label prediction, especially in cluttered environment. The
feature tensor P is fed into the Bi-LSTM network with both a
forward and a backward sequence to learn most discriminate
spatial information. Let C-LSTM accepts the input sequence
x = (x1, · · · , xt , · · · , xT ) fromP, where each of xt is a vector
corresponding to step t ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,T }. Here, we formulate
the equations of C-LSTM as follows:

it = σ (Wix ∗ xt +Wih ∗ ht−1 +Wic ◦ ct−1 + bi),

ft = σ (Wfx ∗ xt +Wfh ∗ ht−1 +Wfc ◦ ct−1 + bf ),

mt = tanh(Wmx ∗ xt +Wmh ∗ ht−1 + bm),

ct = ft ◦ ct−1 + it ◦mt ,

ot = σ (Wox ∗ xt +Woh ∗ ht−1 +Woc ◦ ct−1 + bo),

ht = ot ◦ tanh(ct ),

yt = Wyh ∗ ht ,

where ◦ and ∗ denote the Hadamard product and convolu-
tion operation, whereas bι, Wι, σ (·), and tanh(·) represent
bias vectors, weight matrices, logistic element-wise sigmoid
function, and hyperbolic tangent function, respectively. Also,
the symbols c, f, m, i, o, h, and y present the cell state,
forget gate, input modulation gate, input gate, output gate,
hidden state, and cell output, respectively. On passing through
BiC-LSTM, the feature tensors are transformed into sev-
eral segments and each segment is associated with multi-
ple characters. As we are dealing with detection of scene
text in cluttered environment, the identification of semantic
relation between the characters in a word is also important.
The semantic relation of a word is determined by certain
key characters. We therefore apply attention mechanism to
automatically provide weights to the important characters in
a word.

BiC-LSTM outputs H = {h1, · · · ,ht , · · · ,hT }, a matrix
of hidden states, on which we apply character based attention
mechanism to determine the most influential characters in
t − th segment ht . The character-level attention is computed

by weighted sum of characters in ht as follows:

gt = tanh(ht · αTt ),

αt = softmax((Wα
t )
T
· tanh(ht )), (7)

where gt is the character-level attention vector, Wα
t is

the model parameter, and αt is the weight vector of ht .
Furthermore, we apply segment-level attention mechanism
on the output matrix G = (g1, · · · , gt , · · · , gT ) to weigh
the importance of each segment in a word with the semantic
relation η, we use bilinear function as follows:

ξt = (gt )T ·D · ηemb, (8)

where D is the weighted diagonal matrix learned during the
training process and ηemb is the embedding of relation η. The
normalized importance weight 8t is calculated by:

8t =
exp(ξt )∑T
t ′=1 exp(ξ

′
t )
. (9)

The final attention based vector z is obtained by a linear
weighted combination of all segments as follows:

z =
T∑
t=1

8tgt . (10)

Finally, we utilize a softmax function and a linear transforma-
tion to calculate the conditional probability (P) as follows:

ŷ = argmax
ẏ

P(ẏ),

P(ẏ|O) = softmax(Wo × z+ bo), (11)

where O denotes all parameters of our model.Wo and bo are
learnable weight and bias.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The effectiveness of our Cluttered TextSpotter (CTS) is
validated by conducting abundant experiments on publicly
available benchmark datasets for scene text detection, word
spotting, and end-to-end recognition. We pretrain our model
using synthtext [79] dataset for three epochs and initialize the
weights from ImageNet [80] for detection process. On the
other hand, weights are randomly initialized from N (0, 1)
distribution for the recognition process. Data augmentation is
also implemented to improve the robustness of our network.
We split the training/testing in a three-fold manner for eval-
uation and use standard metrics to measure the performance
in terms of accuracy and training parameters.
• ImageNet [80] is a large-scale image database.

It is quite accurate and diverse in nature. It contains
80,000 noun synsets of WordNet and have 500-1000 clean
and full-resolution images to illustrate each synset. ImageNet
has tens of millions of annotated images that are built upon
by the semantic hierarchy of WordNet [81].
• synthtext [79] is a popular synthetic dataset for

scene text detection and recognition. It has a huge num-
ber of multi-oriented text instances that are annotated
with character-level and word-level rotated bounding boxes.
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It is composed of 800k images having 10 synthetic words
per image, which are placed on real scene background.
An image is annotated with a ground truth word and not at a
character-level.

A. BENCHMARK DATASETS
We conduct an exhaustive set of experiments on six publicly
available benchmark datasets.

ICDAR 2013 dataset [82] is a dataset that focuses on
detection and recognition of horizontal text instances in nat-
ural scene images. There are 255 images in training set with
716 annotated words and 233 images in the test set. Apart
from the bounding box, transcriptions are also assigned for
each character-level and word-level text instance.

SVT Street ViewText dataset [83] is composed of images
from Google Street View that consist of frontal texts of
street names, pavement markings, and shop names. It has
647 images of cropped words with lower resolutions and
perspective distortion. Also, the dataset has only word-level
annotations (no character bounding boxes).

ICDAR 2015 Incidental Text dataset [84] contains
1000 training and 500 testing images, collected using
Google glasses and of somewhat low resolutions. It has
multi-oriented text instances in each image, having
word-level annotations for bounding boxes.

COCO-Text dataset [85] is one of the largest and chal-
lenging dataset that composed of 43686 training images and
20000 testing or validation images. It has text instances in
arbitrary orientations. Some images in this dataset have blur
edges.

MSRA-TD500 dataset [86] contains 500 indoor and out-
door scenes images that are captured using a pocket camera.
The indoor office and mall images contain caution plates,
signs, and door plates, while the outdoor street images are
mostly guided billboards and boards in English and Chinese
languages with complex backgrounds.

RRC-MLT 2017 dataset [87] consists of multi-language
and multi-oriented text instances in scene images. It is widely
applicable for the task like multi-lingual text detection, crop
word script identification, and joint text detection and script
identification. It contains 18000 images, which comprised of
text of six scripts belonging to nine languages. The training
set has a total of 9000 images for nine languages.

B. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
We use pretrained model on ImageNet dataset [80]. The com-
plete training process contains two stages. First, we utilize
synthtext dataset [79] to train the network and then fine-tuned
on the benchmark datasets on which it is to be tested. Our
network is implemented with NVIDIA Titan X graphic card
and Intel E5-2670v3 CPU running at 2.30 GHz.
•Training.We jointly train detection and recognitionmod-

ule of our proposed network for three epochs on a merged
dataset of RRC-MLT 2017, ICDAR 2015, ICDAR 2013,
SVT, COCO-Text, and MSRA-TD500 with a fixed sample
ratio 2:2:1:1:1:1. We randomly cropped up to 30% of height

and width each image. We set the mini-batch to 8 for initial
experiments. In case of RPN and Fast R-CNN, the batch sizes
are maintained at 256 and 512.

The end-to-end training use curriculum learning [88]
technique to train the model from gradual to complex data
efficiently.We trainmultiple tasks jointly in a singlemodel by
propagating the generalization capability from synthesized
images to real-world data; (1) we randomly pick 600k images
from 800k synthetic images. The training of the recognition
branch is performed by freezing the detection branch, where
120k iterations are utilized in the training process with a
learning rate of 10−3; (2) the next 80k iterations is utilized
for detection only. The learning rate is set to 10−4. In the next
20k iterations, we get sampling tensors from detection task.
The network is trained end-to-end in this stage; and (3) in the
next 70k iterations, nearly 70k real-world images from the
COCO-Text, RRC-MLT 2017, ICDAR 2013,MSRA-TD500,
SVT, and ICDAR 2015 datasets are chosen. We also conduct
data augmentation [18], [89] to enhance the generalization
ability. Furthermore, we incorporate character-level supervi-
sion by making a batch of size 4. The images are taken from
the synthetic dataset. We are maintaining the learning rate
as 10−4.

Stochastic gradient descent with adam optimizer, a weight
decay of 10−3, and a momentum of 0.9 are used. The input
is fed in mini-batches of ψ images, where ψ = 8. Due to
the presence of less number of real samples, we use data aug-
mentation and multi-scale training in the fine-tuning stage.
Moreover, we perform a random rotation of input images in a
range of [−30◦, 30◦] angles. Due to the presence of cluttered
background noise, some background textures appear similar
to the text instances in noisy scene images, which makes it
hard for a network to distinguish between text and non-text
instances. This compels the training process to be unbalanced
and leads to slow convergence. We therefore use hard a
negative mining strategy [18] to suppress training unbalance.
We perform two-stage training on a dataset. In first stage,
the negative ratio between negatives and positives is set
to 3:1, whereas it changed to 6:1 in second stage. We select
a multi-scale training mechanism [90] to make our network
robust. Furthermore, we also use several data augmenta-
tion techniques [89], [91]. Also, we provide an input image

TABLE 1. Effect of different variations of MobileNetV2, ShuffleNetV2 and
IGCV2 as backbone networks on ICDAR 2015 dataset.
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TABLE 2. Effect of different branches of context encoding and refinement module.

TABLE 3. Effect of different softmax functions on COCO-Text dataset.

TABLE 4. Specifications of the smartphones with Adreno-640 GPU that
are used for experimentation.

with a larger size to achieve better detection of multi-scale
text at the third stage of training. For multi-scale training,
we randomly resize the shorter sides of the input images to
(600, 800, 1000, 1200, 1400) scales randomly.
Interference: In the inference stage, we use a single model

to evaluate all datasets, but the scales of the input images
depend on the datasets. We obtain a predefined number,
i.e., 300 text region proposals from RPN in our experiment
through a forward pass and then get the outputs for detection
and recognition tasks. We provide strong, weak, and generic
dictionaries for testing reference [66]. In the strong lexicon,
100 words per-image are assigned including all words that
appear in the image. The weak lexicon consists of all words
that present in entire test set of the dataset, whereas the
generic dataset has 90k words. We kept the words of length
greater than three in dictionaries, where signs and numbers
are excluded. We prefer to use two models for evaluation,
i.e., end-to-end and word-spotting. The end-to-end model
recognizes all the words accurately even if a detected string is
not present in the dictionary. While the word-spotting model
only inspects about the presence of the word of the dictionary
in the images. It is therefore less strict than end-to-end model
for avoiding numbers, symbols, and words whose length is
less than 3. We evaluate all results in one single scale without
referring to any lexicon.

TABLE 5. Performance comparison on ICDAR 2013 dataset.

C. ABLATION STUDY
In this section, we perform extensive analyses and ablation
studies to evaluate the detection and recognition accuracy and
computational efficiency of the proposed network. We con-
duct a comprehensive set of experiments to study different
aspects of our network. The experiments were undertaken on
split 1 of ICDAR 2013, ICDAR 2015, SVT, RRC-MLT 2017,
COCO-Text, and MSRA-TD500 datasets.
• Impact of backbone network. We have carried out

a large set of experiments to select a backbone network
enriched in spatial information with an optimal number
of parameters. We study the impact of MobileNetV2,
MobileNetV2+ASPP, MobileNetV2+ASPP+Encoder-
Decoder (Ours), SSDLite, ShuffleNetV2 [92], and
IGCV2 [93] as backbone network in the evaluation of
f-measure of our proposed network. TABLE 1 depicts that
our backbone network outperforms other networks in terms
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TABLE 6. Performance comparison on ICDAR 2015 dataset.

of training parameters and computational complexity of the
network. Our backbone network has enriched with low-level
spatial details and high-level context information. The net-
work is not keptmuch deeper to restrict the number of training
parameters.
• Impact of Context Encoding and Refinement module.

In the Cluttered TextSpotter, the context encoding and refine-
ment module consist of local, global, and context branches.
We evaluate the impact that each branch on the overall per-
formance of the CTS network, as shown in TABLE 2. For
this evaluation, we make ablation studies, where we consider
the CTS network as the baseline and create three more mod-
els. We drop the global and context branches and name the
network as CTS-LP and perform experiments on it using split
1 of ICDAR2015 and SVTdatasets. Likewise, only the global
structure information of the global context branch is used
in this model is denoted by CTS-GS. This model has both
global structure information and context information of the

TABLE 7. Performance comparison on MSRA-TD500 dataset.

TABLE 8. Performance comparison on RRC-MLT 2017 dataset.

FIGURE 5. Effect of datasets on power consumption for different devices.

global context branch. It provides a means to evaluate the
contribution of context branches to the performance of the
overall network. Context information helps to extract text
information efficiently even in cluttered environment. This
branch is known as CTS-GC.
• Impact of inter-class interface. We perform experi-

ments with softmax (vanilla) and variations of G-softmax
functions for detection of text instances. The G-softmax
function consistently outperforms the softmax function on
COCO-Text datasets, as shown in TABLE 3. G-softmax func-
tion is utilized to quantify the compactness and separability of
features. In our analysis, we observe that the improvement of
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FIGURE 6. Text spotting results of the proposed network, where images are taken from different benchmark datasets.

TABLE 9. Performance comparison on COCO-Text dataset.

TABLE 10. Performance comparison on SVT dataset.

intra-class compactness and inter-class separability improves
the average precision of the detection network.
• Impact of different devices.We implement the proposed

text spotter on several smartphones, as shown in FIGURE 5.
The technical specifications, such as processing speed and
memory, are shown in TABLE 4. We use a Monsoon power
monitor that can measure the power consumption of smart
devices, alike literature [94]. It is evident from the result that
our CTS network is competent with smart devices.

D. COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART RESULTS
In this section, we compare our network with the state-of-
the-art approaches [1], [3], [10], [11], [16], [18], [20], [21],
[23], [24], [27]–[29], [43], [45], [49], [65], [66], [69], [69],
[71]–[73] on six different benchmark datasets. We consider
recall, precision, and f-measure as the metrics for evaluation
of accuracy of detection. Alike [1], [10], [69], we conduct
experiments to compare our recognition results based on

TABLE 11. Performance comparison on SVT dataset.

TABLE 12. Performance comparison on RRC-MLT 2017 dataset.

strong, weak, and generic lexicons. We also perform a com-
parative study for parameter count of our network with the
existing approaches.
• Detection results on different datasets. Cluttered

TextSpotter is compared with the recent literature for both
detection and recognition on standard evaluation metrics,
like precision, recall, and f-measure. It is clear from the
results tabulated in TABLE 5 and TABLE 6 that detection
accuracy of our network is improved by more than 1%
in terms of f-measure on both ICDAR 2013 and ICDAR
2015 datasets, respectively, with respect to the baseline lit-
erature FOTS [1]. TABLE 7 and TABLE 9 show that our net-
work outperforms existing approaches onMSRA-TD500 and
COCO-Text datasets. CTS performs better in terms of
recall on RRC-MLT 2017 and SVT datasets, as depicted in
TABLE 8 and TABLE 10, respectively.
• Recognition results on different datasets. The pro-

posed network achieves state-of-the-art end-to-end text
recognition accuracy for all three lexicons, as shown in
TABLE 13, for ICDAR 2013 and ICDAR 2015 datasets.
CTS performs better existing literature for both strong and
generic lexicons for word spotting. TABLE 11 and TABLE 12
illustrate that our network outperforms recent literature for
multi-language and distorted text instances for RRC-MLT
2017 and SVT datasets, respectively.
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TABLE 13. Performance comparison on ICDAR 2013, and ICDAR 2015 datasets for the recognition.

TABLE 14. Test time speed in terms of on FLOPS, number of training
parameters, and frames per second (FPS) on ICDAR 2015 dataset for
detection (D), recognition (R), or spotting (S).

•Qualitative results. FIGURE 6 illustrates the qualitative
results of text spotting (detection and recognition) of scene
text instances. It is evident from outputs that the proposed
Cluttered TextSpotter can accurately spot scene texts in the
scene images even in the presence of a cluttered background
environment.
• Speed and Model Size. We have reduced both

the parameter count and computational cost by using a
hardware-efficient backbone network and region proposal
network. The test time speed of the proposed CTS network
is reported in TABLE 14 and compared with state-of-the-art
scene text detection methods. To evaluate the run time com-
plexity, we have exhibit the flops, number of training param-
eters (params), and frames-per-second (fps) of our network.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an efficient network for scene
text spotting that uses local, global, and context informa-
tion of multi-scale feature maps of light-weight backbone
network. The proposed text spotter works efficiently, even
with the cluttered background environment in scene images
in resource-constrained devices, like smartphones, for the
detection of multi-lingual text instances, logos, and symbols
with high accuracy and speed. We have addressed the prob-
lem of misclassification caused by inter-class interference
using Gaussian softmax. We also evaluated our Cluttered
TextSpotter on publicly available benchmark datasets, which
outperformed previous methods in terms of efficiency and
performance.
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